STOCK FOOTAGE

In its more than 68 years of creating the highest quality winter sports films, Warren Miller Entertainment has amassed a large library of footage from across the world. Whether its classic ski action, scenic shots, or counter-seasonal reels like kayaking or climbing, your brand could utilize this collection of stock footage to customize and produce content to fit your brand messaging.

HIGHLIGHTS

68 years of footage from around the world
Tons of 4K and HD material
Ability to work with multiple frame rates
Flexible pricing based on usage

CUSTOM EDITS

Warren Miller Entertainment can work with your brand to develop custom edits from this library of stock footage, depending on the type of content you are interested in.

PRICING

Pricing is flexible, based on usage of content.

IMMEDIATE USE

With this stock footage library, WME has the ability to quickly transfer video files for immediate use. This is a great option if you don’t need production help or are looking for something that can be turned around quickly.

For More Information, Please contact:
Renée Geary, rgeary@aimmedia.com

CONTENT TYPES

SKI ACTION:
WME’s most current rowdy powder skiing from across the world & the type of content that is characteristic of WME’s films

SCENIC:
Beautiful content comprising of timelapses, landscapes, resort infrastructure, wildlife, culture, etc.

HISTORICAL:
Reels from vintage Warren Miller films, dating from the 1950’s-1980’s

COUNTER SEASON:
Need something outside of skiing? This includes shots of kayaking, mountain biking, cities, culture, etc.

WILDLIFE:
Looking for unique wildlife? WME has a ton of footage of animals from around the world.

CULTURAL:
WME has filmed around the world, in some of the most remote locations. One of a kind footage of local tradition has been captured in various locations.